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Nature endowed kittens with enough cuteness and 
playfulness to ensure species survival and let it go at 
that. This helped the creature advance from mouser 
to house pet. Once tenured, however, a cat relaxes. 
It abandons the qualities that once made it lovable 
and adopts airs of independence, finickiness, and 
entitlement that leave us feeling swindled—the victims 
of a promise not kept.

This manual explores the problem and shows how 
you can reinvest your cat with entertainment value.

—Doctor Horace Naismith

Frank Stack
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Psy-CatheraPy

YOUR CAT AND ITS COUNSELING

Does your cat sleep twenty hours a day?

Does your cat sleep where it is not supposed to?

Does your cat show affection only when hungry?

Does your cat turn up its nose at dry cat food? 

Does your cat understand nothing you tell it?

Does your cat appear to be untrainable?

Does your cat appear to be intractable?

Does your cat seem incredibly stupid?

If the answer to any of these questions is 
Yes, your cat is perfectly normal. 

If, however, your cat is cranky or aggressive, refuses 
to poop in its litter-box, to purr properly, or sleeps 
standing up, it is possible that your cat is not a cat 
but some other fur-bearing animal and you should 
have it checked out by a veterinarian.

Animal psychotherapy is a new field in which the 
practitioner seeks to 
determine the source 
of your pet’s conflicts, 
depression, anxiety, 
and panic attacks and 
to help it work things 
out. some pet psycho-
therapists treat dogs 
but not cats, whose 
resistance to therapy 
makes them the animal 
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equivalent of the alcoholic. Dogs possess a sense of 
Original sin that gives them an eagerness to please, 
but cats are either not so burdened or are heavily 
into denial.

One school of cat psychotherapy holds that 
your pet’s happiness will be enhanced through a 
combination of desensitization, aversion stimuli, 
and positive reinforcement—the stick-and-carrot 
approach.

another school of cat psychotherapy (I think it’s the 
Freudian one) holds that declining playfulness and 
diminished affection are symptoms of depression, and 
that depression in animals as in man results from 
anger turned inward. What our Puss ’n Boot Camp 
should do is give the cat something to be angry about.

There is also a method favored by those few thera-
pists who enjoy the challenge presented by cats. It is 
called INsTaFIX®.

INSTAFIX THERAPY

INsTaFIX® is an eclectic system developed by 
Doctor Horace Naismith, emT,1 owner of the good 
Neighbor marriage Counseling Clinic and surpen-
tarium where he offers a Discount Divorce2 and 
practices “Psycatrology.”3

The secret of INsTaFIX®, according to the Doctor 
(Doctor being his first name), is to first tell the 
owners of a neurotic cats that they should have their 
animal "put down and stuffed” so it can live forever 
in their memory. The fact that the walls of his clinic 
are decorated with mounted cat heads (all roadkill) 
hanging between old Playboy calendars and pictures 

1. emergency marital Technician.

2. Which he calls “The wrecking ball of progress.”

3. The Doctor has a thing for coining words.
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of Jesus, convinces most cat owners that the doctor is 
nuts—until they learn that this is a deliberate misrep-
resentation intended to bring owner and cat closer 
together in the face of a common enemy.

The author of this manual will incorporate some 
elements of INsTaFIX® because it puts Doctor 
Naismith at the cutting edge of animal psychiatrics 
and qualifies him to serve as our consultant, which 
has nothing to do with his possession of the author’s 
diaries and other information of a sensitive nature.
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the Very end

Our little cartoon cats have been stolen from “Fat 
Freddy’s Cat” by gilbert shelton, 
who produced Frank stack’s 
“The adventures of Jesus” in 
1964 (the prototype of under-
ground Comix that thrilled the 
Hippies of yesteryear). Both 
shelton and stack are cronies 
of the author.

Provocateurs include 
Retired speleologists Bob 
mcClure, Don goodson, Jerry Chastain (RIP), 
and Crime Writer Tamara shaffer. enablers 
include sharon DiRago, Bill Towler, Claude 
matthews, and Jenny-Lynn Ferrell.

Doctor Naismith was cooked up in 1966 
as founder of The John Dillinger Died For 
you society and has since been featured in 
many other literary projects.

Plus Floozie the Cat and anonymous.



as for the author...

Bill Helmer is a former Playboy editor, wrote books 
on gangsters and outlaws of the 20s and 30s, but 
mainly wants to be remembered as the guy who, 
in 1969, parlayed his master’s thesis into the first 
history of the Thompson submachine gun—The Gun 
That Made the Twenties Roar. He does not approve of 
firearms developed after WWII, however.

His recent books include John Dillinger: The Untold 
Story (1994), Baby Face Nelson: Portrait of a Public 
Enemy (2002), The St. Valentine’s Day Massacre 
(2004), The Complete Public Enemy Almanac (2008), 
and Al Capone: Memoirs of a Mobster’s Wife (2013).

Bill is a member of the Discordian society, the 
Bavarian Illuminati, and a Founder of The John 
Dillinger Died For you society. He was once a 
spelunker, amateur Radio operator W5aJR, and a 
staff member of the National Violence Commission. 

He wants to be a fireman when he grows up.
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